FROM THE EDITOR

In lieu of an editorial comment this time,\(^1\) I would like to call your attention to a very useful and entertaining book I came across at the ACS national meeting in New Orleans earlier this year. It is published by the ACS, but distributed by Oxford University Press. The title is, *America’s Scientific Treasures - A Travel Companion*,\(^2\) authored by Paul and Brenda Cohen. The Cohens are on the staff of the College of New Jersey, and Paul serves as an ACS councilor from the Trenton Section, but the book is far from a dry, technical tome.

The Cohens present material only on sites that they have visited, and place the following additional requirements for inclusion in the book: the content or completeness of the collection must be special; the site must have an educational component (and they make it clear that they are aiming the book at adults, although children may enjoy many of the places described); and the presentation of the exhibits must be beyond the ordinary. Each of the approximately 200 entries includes interesting historical information, a description of the highlights of the site, and logistical information (address, driving directions, whether or not a fee is charged, whether the site is handicapped accessible, etc.). As I randomly thumbed through the geographically organized listings, I ran across many familiar places, but far more that looked interesting but were unknown to me. Clearly, the Cohens enjoy traveling, and they demonstrate a broad knowledge of the history of science and technology in the U.S.

I was impressed with the Cohens’ thoroughness, as well. I have worked in Washington, D.C. since 1974 and I thought I knew the area pretty well. Even so, this book alerted me to the National Museum of Health and Medicine right in the city, and to some other places I would like to visit in nearby Baltimore. While the book first appeared in 1998, the information it contains is still highly useful. I will be referring to it several times in the coming months. You may want to check into it, too.

-- Dennis Chamot

\(^1\) In order to avoid any possible violation of ACS bylaws while I am a candidate for re-election as a Member-at-Large of the ACS Board of Directors, I have not included in this Bulletin any personal commentary on ACS activities or developments.

Introduction
John K. Borchardt

Many of us, as either new members or members happy in their jobs, are not familiar with the many services ACS offers to help us find jobs, keep those jobs and progress in our careers. Yet today we are more likely to need these services because of long-term trends in corporate restructuring and current economic conditions. The intent of the symposium, "Paving Your Way to Career Success: How the ACS Can Help," was to help familiarize members with these services. The speakers included members of the ACS Office of Career Services and members who have been helped by these services. Below are brief versions of comments from two of the speakers.

My Professional Partner
Margie St Germain
EPA Region 7

Do you use a bank? Checking? Loans? Investments? This is an ordinary occurrence for you. You get back what you put in. Occasionally, you get more. If you invest time and money for your personal life, do you also invest in your professional life? I do. Here is my story about my professional partner, ACS.

In 1978, I graduated with a double major in chemistry and biology. I saw myself as a chemist. After one interview I got my first job! The first thing I did after graduation was to register with the American Chemical Society (ACS). My supervisors were active in the local section, so I was swept into the society. I attended the monthly meetings. As membership chair, I met and greeted new members. What they didn't tell me was that the "once every three year directory" was due out the next year. The Kansas City Section had over 800 members that year. What a great way to meet most of the members!

Meet chemists, make connections with companies, a worthy goal for a new member. I needed leadership experience. I found the local section a great opportunity.

In a short period, I was Secretary, Chair-Elect, Chair, and Nomination Chair. Throughout these years, I had the support of other older chemists, some PhD chemists and some experienced BS chemists. They offered recommendations on handling difficult situations, a helping hand in times of need, and congratulations for a job well done. The most memorable challenge was convincing the membership to increase local dues from $2 a year to $5. The local section was a great resource for greater involvement at the regional and national levels. Unknown to me, one of the counselors nominated me for a national committee, the Younger Chemist Committee. As a YCC representative, I attended national meetings, discovering tools needed for
promotions, tools needed for career development, technical contacts for future work, and a broader networking opportunity.

As an experienced chemist, I had been provided many leadership experiences, teamwork and networking skills that would prepare me for the unexpected. Everyone has something happen in their career that is unexpected. I had been at my first company for over 17 years. I thought I was successful. New management arrived, and they did not agree. The fateful day came; I was forced to resign or be fired. I had no job.

The first few days were extremely emotional: feelings of anger, fear, frustration, guilt, low confidence. I picked myself up and proceeded on. First, I registered to take Calculus III. It had only been 19 years prior that I had completed Calculus II. As expected, I failed my first test, missing a D by two points. No worry, I was right on schedule with the reviews. As the instructor returned the second test, he did a double-take. I had gotten a B, missing an A by two points. By the end of the semester, I had accomplished an A average, and had built myself-confidence.

Second, I worked with the state employment agency. I read the newspaper, I sent unsolicited letters and resumes to companies in Kansas City. Throughout it all, ACS was there helping me. After contacting the national staff, I received a package filled with wonderful career publications, such as *Tips on Resume Writing, Interview Techniques, Targeting the Job Market*, and insurance opportunities.

As I planned my future, I was able to evaluate my finances. Based on the 1994 ACS survey, I learned that the average unemployment time for a chemist was 12 months. Because I was not able to relocate, I planned for 18 months of unemployment. I identified alternate health insurance coverage from ACS. I planned for continuation of my membership without a financial burden. Did you know that if you are unemployed, you could request a waiver of your annual dues and still remain a member?

I used the national meeting resources. The National Employment Clearing House and the Regional Employment Clearing Houses are wonderful resources to identifying the prospects in the job market, as well as practice the new skills. If you are unemployed at the time of national, and most regional meetings, you can request a waiver of the meeting fees. I made several contacts, and discussed my prospects with the ACS staff. I tapped into my local contacts. I obtained inside information about upcoming positions within the local companies. Bad news: no job. Good news: I had the respect of other chemists. I used these contacts as references when I finally went on job interviews.

In six months, I had applied to 100 positions, had six job interviews, and finally got a job with the Environmental Protection Agency. Besides taking classes, I remained active in my local section. We hosted the 1994 Midwest Regional Meeting of ACS, and I was the general chair. It was the most successful with over 900 attendees, and a profit of $7000.

During my time of need, I took a lot from the society while returning very little. ACS was there helping me throughout the process. Since that fateful year, I have been returning the favor to ACS. I became one of the first local career contacts in the nation. From my experience, and from the poor economy, I requested multiple copies of the ACS career publications. When I receive a call, the person has a package in two days.

I am involved at the national level. As a counselor and career consultant, I review resumes at NECH, review new web sites for career development, and review ACS literature. Personally, I continue to give talks to students about career directions, especially in the sciences. The general theme is that in order to be successful, you need to love the work you do. Goals, dreams, and your passions have no boundaries. So why should the society have those boundaries? The society doesn't have them? it's only a perception. A BS chemist may have different goals and directions than a PhD chemist. The society has value to both types of chemists. Don't let perceptions prevent you from accomplishing your goals and dreams. I am still looking for other ways to invest my time with the ACS.
Are you just a member? Consider this regular checking for your profession. Have you used the services of ACS such as NECH and insurance? This is the loans and services. Are you an active member participating in more than one level of the society? This is the investment group. If banking is so important to your personal life, shouldn't you also invest in a professional partner -- the ACS?

---

**Job Survival Skills – ACS Was There!**

**Michael J. Brownfield**  
**Staff Chemist**  
**Raytheon**

Over the past 30 years, there have been many changes in my professional career. My career has included teaching, both at the college and high school levels, supervising chemical technicians, and managing a chemical laboratory in a non-chemical environment (the electronics industry). In each of these positions, the American Chemical Society and its Department of Career Services plus other ACS units have played a major role in helping me define and adjust my career path.

My first encounter with the American Chemical Society occurred as a student affiliate during my junior/senior years at college. ACS information on graduate schools guided me through the many choices available and aided in helping me choose the University of Wisconsin for my graduate work.

My first job out of graduate school was teaching science and mathematics at the high school level. By using the information available through the ACS Department of Career Services, I was able to stay abreast of the chemical job market, and salary information from economic surveys made it possible for me to have the necessary knowledge when I decided to accept an industrial job with an electronics company.

After switching to the industrial environment, interaction through the use of local section activities and participation in national ACS meetings made me aware of the various career opportunities and potential new positions available. The ACS and in particular the Department of Career Services were there when job prospects were dim and being "laid off" became a reality. The Division of Professional Relations offered me an avenue to meeting and talking to other chemists as well as support during difficult times. As I found employment in another electronics firm, my contacts and knowledge of chemistry that I had acquired through ACS meetings and participation on national committees, kept me one step ahead of the layoff list. During several transitions, mergers, and downsizing operations, the resources and information available only through the American Chemical Society assisted my career moving into a new positions of responsibility which eventually developed into a twenty-five year career.

Later at the college level, using the information available through the ACS member services, including the Division of Chemical Education, I was able to enhance my teaching skills and stay current on the changes occurring in the chemical world.

Throughout my career path, the American Chemical Society and the people I have met through the ACS have assisted me both in a professional and personal sense. Truly, the ACS was always there for me.
IN MEMORY OF DR. ALAN C. NIXON

Alan Nixon was a towering figure in the history of the American Chemical Society. His election as president just over 30 years ago ushered in the modern era of professionalism, leading to the development of a wide array of member services and to greater acceptance of his fundamental guiding principle. “The first responsibility of the ACS must be to its members.” He was a past chair of the DPR, and was the first recipient of the division’s Henry Hill Award. Dr. Nixon passed away on June 22 last year, age 93.

The following resolution was adopted by the Executive Committee of the Division of Professional Relations at the 224th National Meeting of the American Chemical Society, August 19, 2002, and was subsequently presented to Mrs. Louise Nixon, with sincerest condolences to her and other members of Dr. Nixon’s family.

“For his commitment to the professional affairs and careers of all chemists throughout his own career; for his dedication to youth as manifested by his founding, nurturing and continued support of Project SEED, a program which has served more than 20,000 disadvantaged youth since it was established; for serving as a champion for the principle that the society should serve all of its members; for serving as the Society’s President and proposing the establishment of the Council of Scientific Society Presidents, an organization that today has more than sixty members from various professional scientific societies; for sharing his ideas, thoughts and philosophy freely through his publication of Nick Nacks, editorials in his local section publication and wherever else he could find a forum; for standing at all times for individual human rights and freedom for all people wherever they might be or whatever their station in life, for mentoring a generation of chemists who shared with him the belief that the first obligation of ACS is to its members; and for his leadership role in the establishment of the Division of Professional Relations, we remember him with fondness and gratitude and offer our highest respect.”

HENRY HILL AWARD TO JOHN BORCHARDT

The 2003 Henry Hill Award was presented to Dr. John K. Borchardt at the ACS national meeting in New Orleans. Dr. Borchardt, a former industrial chemist who is now a full time writer, serves as a DPR Councilor. He is the author of books and articles full of useful career advice, and has organized many symposia and poster sessions at ACS meetings over many years. He has also served actively as an ACS career councilor. Through these and other activities within and outside the ACS, he has worked to help chemical professionals across the country advance their career prospects.

HENRY HILL AWARD – CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

It is time to begin thinking about a Henry Hill Awardee for next year. This is the primary DPR award, and it recognizes distinguished service towards the advancement of professional relations. The awardee does not have to be a member of the division.

Letters of nomination, bios, and any other relevant supporting material should be sent to the chair of the nominations committee (see below). ALL NOMINATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY SEPTEMBER 15, 2003.

Send nominations to: Dr. James D. Burke or email: jdb2422r@aol.com
2422 Rosemore Avenue
Glenside, PA 19038-3514
DPR MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Join the ACS Division of Professional Relations – the member oriented division. In addition to enjoying a newsletter, special symposia and other programming, sponsorship of the prestigious Henry A. Hill Award, and other activities with your colleagues throughout the chemical profession, you will have the satisfaction of knowing that you are supporting the premier division within ACS that is concerned with the chemist rather than chemistry. Professional chemists belong in the Division of Professional Relations!

Send this form (or a photocopy) with $6.00 annual dues, to the address below.

Name (please print) ____________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

ACS number (if known) ________________________________________________________

Mail to: Michael J. Brownfield, Secretary
         ACS-DPR
         3122 Parnell Avenue
         Ft. Wayne, IN 46805-2128